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What is an individualized self-scoring assessment for an agricultural economics major? It
is a homework assignment that is unique for each student in the class and provides immediate
feedback to the student on the correctness of the work. The principle is to generate unique
problems, whether it is as simple as the basic intercept and slope of supply and demand
equations for an introductory economics class, the parameters of a production function for a
production economics, or the interest rate for agricultural finance.
  The use of spreadsheets as an instructional technology has been well-documented in
numerous disciplines (Baker and Sugden).  The advantages are summarized by quoting from
Beare: “Firstly they facilitate a variety of learning styles which can be characterised by the terms:
open-ended, problem-oriented, constructivist, investigative, discovery oriented, active and
student-centred. In addition they offer the following additional benefits: they are interactive; they
give immediate feedback to changing data or formulae; they enable data, formulae and graphical
output to be available on the screen at once; they give students a large measure of control and
ownership over their learning; and they can solve complex problems and handle large amounts of
data without any need for programming.”  From a numerical analysis perspective, Wan Wyk cites
the advantages of ease of programming using relative references, automatic renaming of cell
addresses as rows and columns are altered.  He also points out the disadvantages of variable
naming, and dubious properties of floating-point arithmetic.  A further advantage of spreadsheets
is the ready availability of applications in a common format such as Erich Neuwirth’s website,
http://sunsite.univie.ac.at/Spreadsite/ .   
One must be aware in constructing the generator algorithms for problem parameters that
any necessary conditions will be satisfied a priori such as downward sloping demand, concavity or
convexity for maximization or minimization.   However, there are advantages to being not careful
in this regard.  For example, with increasing returns to scale and pure competition with respect to
output price, there will be no solution to the unconstrained profit maximization.  The student cannot arrive at a solution and will hopefully inquire as to the problem, creating a ”teachable moment”
that can be shared with the class.
   These assignments are created in an Excel spreadsheet format. Once the basic template
is created, the process for self-scoring immediate feedback is relatively easy. Create a copy of the
original uncompleted problem sheet in the same workbook and provide the correct formulae to
serve as a key. Create a second copy to serve as a check page and replace the formulae with an
IF statement comparing the value or formula in the original to the second. It is best to provide
some tolerance in the comparison such as checking that the absolute difference in the original and
second sheet is less than some critical value. This is especially true for optimization problems as
the answer provided by the student will depend on initial starting values, convergence criteria, and
search method.   By hiding the key worksheet and protecting the workbook structure, students can
not access the correct formulae. However, if the correct formulae or number is entered in the
problem sheet, the student can view the check worksheet to see if the answer is correct. A simple
GETFORMULA add-in allows the worksheet to check model setups in optimization problems. 
An Example
Create and complete the exercise as shown in Figure 1.  Begin by keying the problem’s
parameters off a unique identifier for each student, in this case a six digit number the student will
enter in C1. This number is parsed by the formulae in D1:I1.  If necessary, zero values are
eliminated in D2:I2.  Typically, this is done in a part of the worksheet not displayed further right or
even in columns that can be hidden to avoid distracting the students
The parameters of the Cobb-Douglas like and quadratic production function are created
from these non-zero values.  These appear in B6:B7 and B36:B38.  By specifying the parameters
in unique cells, all students would have identical formulae in their responses.  Alternatively, by
concatenating strings, a specific equation can be displayed as shown in D5 and D35.  By using
this alternative display, students must enter specific parameter values for their equations, and
could not just copy formulae from another student.  Output and input prices can also be based on
these parsed values.In this example, students are expected to calculate values over a range of values.  By
creating an X increment holder in B8 and B39, and allowing starting values in A11 and A42, the
range of X for each problem will automatically be created in the subsequent rows (See formulae in
A12:A22 and A43:A53).  This facilitates construction of graphs to the right that will be completed
as the student fills in the table.
Figure 2a. shows the initial setup of the worksheet with correct formula entered and the
resulting numerical values needed for profit maximization.  The initial columns were completed in
a previous assignment.  The accompanying graphs are shown in Figure 2b.  Figure 2c shows the
underlying formulae that produce the numerical results with some key exceptions to be noted
later. The correct formulae are now entered, and the graphs created.  By using unique cells for the
parameter values, the key values will always be correct.  Even if you choose to display the
equations with parameter values included, it is important to continue to keep the parameters
located, so that the key formulae will always be correct.
Now use Edit – Move or Copy Sheet to create a copy of the worksheet and rename the
sheet KEY as shown in Figure 3.  In the KEY worksheet, it is critical to use the values that the
student will enter in the worksheet they are completing (PMAX in this example).  Cells A86, A92,
and B68 will especially be dependent on the student’s solution.  If the student could specify a
different initial value than 0 in A70, this should also point to the student sheet.  It is not necessary
to get the production function parameters in B65:B67 from PMAX unless you allow the student the
possibility to alter them from the original parsed from the identifier.  In the event of difficulties in
obtaining a solution, this will allow a quick fix however and maintain the correctness of the KEY
worksheet.
Ultimately, the formulae in the new worksheet that the student will complete need to be
cleared from the appropriate cells.  However, by saving this to the last step, one can create and
verify a CHECK worksheet before releasing the assignment.  Using the Edit-Move or Copy Sheet
with the create copy checked, a third worksheet is created (Figure 4a).    This CHECK worksheet
compares the answers and formulae in the student worksheet with those in the KEY worksheet,
providing the student with immediate feedback.  Enter the formula “=IF(pmax!G71=key!G71,1,0)”if you desire an exact match in the numerical values of the student sheet and the key.  However,
experience indicates a little tolerance will avoid problems across different microprocessors or from
floating-point problems discussed earlier.  Instead, the formula “=IF(ABS(pmax!G71-
key!G71,1,0))<.001,1,0)” will verify that the student’s numerical answer is within the appropriate
range of the key value by comparing the absolute value of the difference with the tolerance of
0.001 in the formula.  This tolerance level could be stored in a separate cell as well, substituting in
the fixed cell address for .001 in the formula.  In either case,  it is a simple matter of copying this
formula to all other cells where you wish to compare numerical values.  
In the case of optimization, the students employ the Solver tool add-in.  A space is
provided on the worksheet for them to save the model (part of the Solver options) in cells
M86:M88 for output maximization and N86:N88 for profit maximization.  Instead of checking
numerical values, the goal is to verify the student has correctly identified the objective and solution
variables for the problem.  A simple function GETFORMULA is created in the worksheet(
http://www.mvps.org/dmcritchie/excel/formula.htm) as shown by McRitchie.  Using the Visual
Basic editor, enter the following:
Function GetFormula(Cell as Range) as String
   GetFormula = Cell.Formula
End Function
In the profit maximization example (Figure 5a), the correct formula for Cell N86 is “=MAX($K$92)”
which identifies profits in K92 as the cell to be maximized.  The correct formula for Cell N87 is
“=COUNT($A$92)”, which is the cell identified in the Solver setup as the cell(s) that can be
changed.  Cell N88 verifies the Solver options used in the problem (Figure 5b).
In some cases, you may provide contextual feedback by replacing the last 0 in the IF
statement with the appropriate phrase.  In this case, the CHECK worksheet formula in Cell N86 is
“=IF(getformula(pmax!N86)=getformula(key!N86),1,0)”.  However, the formula could readily be
modified to read “=IF(getformula(pmax!N86)=getformula(key!N86),1,”Target cell or goal
incorrect”), indicating where the error might occur.  One could further refine the feedback to checkthe first part of the formula for “MAX” or the latter part for $K$92 to provide more specific feedback
on the error.
Since Solver may not converge to an exact solution, Cells M61, N36 and N61 check the
first order conditions to be close to zero.  By using GETFORMULA, the target cell and optimization
(max or min), and cell(s) to be changed can be checked.  The check in cells M59, N34 and N59
verify the constraints are the same, and the next cells down check the Solver option setup.  I also
include a check of first- and second-order conditions directly on the worksheet (G92=H92 and
E92<0, for example) to help avoid the “black box”  of the Solver add-in, giving an additional
emphasis to the importance of these conditions.
Return to the original worksheet and select all cells in the worksheet.  Using Format Cells,
lock all cells (Figure 6a).  Then highlight only those cells that you want the students to complete
and unlock those cells.  The process will need to be repeated for every non-contiguous cell or
range.  At the same time, Edit – Clear –Contents will create a blank workspace.  Select a different
background color for these unlocked cells to indicate to the students where their input is needed.  
Now protect the workbook and KEY and CHECK worksheets with a password (Figures
6b, 6c).  You may choose whether to allow students to select locked cells.  In some examples, I
often include a correct formula that they can select, and the ability to select locked cells permits
this.  Allowing formatting is also useful to allow displaying results of different magnitudes or
precision.   The student worksheet (PMAX) must not be protected in order to use the Solver add-
in.
Grading and Scoring
The real advantage of using spreadsheet-based assignments is how quickly they can be
graded.  Rather than open each student’s worksheet, the critical values can be extracted from the
individual workbooks by linking to the appropriate cells in the individual workbooks.  Figure 7
illustrates how this can be done.  All student assignments are submitted via Blackboard which
provides a compressed file containing all the students’ submitted workbooks, prefaced by a
unique identifier.  I simply uncompress this file into a unique folder and use a bulk file renaming
utility to strip any extra characters beyond the identifier.  I open one of the assignments and identify the values I wish to consider for grading.  By
separating these, I can identify where problems might be occurring.  In the example, I sum all the
values in G71:K86 to check the large table, G86:K86 for the output maximization formulae, and
G92:K92 for the profit maximization formula.  M86:M88 and N86:N88 check the model setups, and
I also verify that first- and second-order conditions are satisified.  The sum of the points is readily
computed and it is quite easy to assign different weights to the respective components. 
Conclusions
The key advantage of this technique to the students is the immediate feedback. Also by
generating unique assignments, students can cooperate and learn among themselves without
being able to directly copy from their peers. Additionally, graphical representations of their
problems can often be provided simultaneously. Lastly, the students find that their spreadsheet
skills are greatly enhanced. From the instructor perspective, the assessments are already scored
when submitted. Students will seek help prior to turning in the assignment. And there is little need
to sacrifice complexity to create problems that work out to neat answers. Empirical evidence of
improvement in student evaluations indicates the technique is successful.
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